Presentation on a Contemporary Leader
Mr. O'Shell
English 6

Overview: You will research one of the contemporary leaders listed below. We will assign you two leaders and you will later choose one to focus on. We will spend four days in the media center gathering information. Remember that you can access the same online resources we are using in the media center at home. Click on “Online Resources” on your main edline page for the url, login, and password.

Henry Kissinger
Hillary Clinton
Bill Clinton
David Cameron
John Roberts
Vladimir Putin
Arne Duncan
Bill Gates
John Kerry
Sonia Sotomayor
Angela Merkel
Malala Yousafzai

Jeff Bezos
Robert Gates
Fiona Harrison
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf
Gabrielle Giffords
Geoffrey Canada

Assignment: Describe the accomplishments of your leader in a presentation using Glogster or PowerPoint. Give an overview of what this person has accomplished, give examples of important achievements, and what makes him or her a good leader.

Annotated Articles: You will read and annotate several articles on the computer using Microsoft Word or on paper using a highlighter and post-its. Each page of your article should have at least one highlighted quotation and a post-it giving explaining or giving insight into the quote. Each article will be worth 20 points, formative. Keep in mind that you are annotating this

Reminders and Recommendations: We will demonstrate how to use these applications in class. You may wish to use your Google Drive Presentation application (it requires a gmail account) if
you already have a gmail account. You may also wish to bring in a flash drive to save if you are using PowerPoint.

**Due Date:** We will begin presentations Tuesday October 8. After school help is available every Thursday until 4pm. **All students must be prepared to present on October 8.**